
Musical Dramaturgy and 
Liturgical Concomitance: 
Liszt’s Two Organ Masses1 

J O N A S  L U N D B L A D

In consideration of the legacy of nineteenth-century liturgical organ 
playing, the name Franz Liszt might be found both central and pe-
ripheral. The verdict, however, will likely be influenced by a number 
of contemporary presuppositions and normative delimitations of litur-
gical music that inevitably shape perceptions of his contributions in 
this area. Some performers and scholars will be aware of a number of 
minor liturgical organ pieces by the ‘Abbé’, but these are frequently 
regarded as mere trifles in comparison to his major repertoire pieces 
for the instrument. Liszt’s limited corpus of liturgical pieces exclusive-
ly for the organ stems from his searching and forward-looking late 
period, a phase distinguished by abstract thematic concentration and 
progressive development of musical techniques. These works thereby 
represent the historical juncture of an experimental state-of-the-art 
musical creativity with an intensive commitment to liturgical music. 
As such, Liszt’s late liturgical works highlight a wider aesthetic chal-
lenge to composers and musicians in liturgical settings throughout the 
modern age: How to mediate between the inherited styles and genres 
of traditional liturgical music, and the expressive, dramatic and com-
municative potential of autonomous musical trajectories. 

This essay will provide analyses of two liturgical works for organ by 
Liszt: his 1879 Missa pro Organo and his 1883 Requiem. These pieces con-
stitute a distinct genre of their own among his works: among the pieces 

1 Work on this article has been made possible by financial support from Sven och Dagmar 
Saléns stiftelse, Stockholm.
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that unproblematically can be described as original works exclusively 
for the organ, they are the only examples of multi-movement works that 
are composed for an explicitly liturgical use (as distinct from the non-li-
turgical setting of important devotional pieces such as the Rosario and 
the organ solo version of the Via Crucis). Neither the Missa pro Organo 
nor the organ Requiem has yet received wide or deep appreciation; in 
spite of increasing attention to Liszt’s religious convictions and church 
music, they remain in a sort of forlorn oblivion. As organ pieces, they 
are often overlooked in studies that engage with the composer’s de-
sire for mediation between the church’s music and his own striving to 
unleash a progressive Zukunftsmusik (see e.g. White 1973; Heinemann 
1978; Redepenning 1985; Merrick 1987; Hartmann 1991; Gabbart 2008; 
Black 2012). Their apparent simplicity and brevity may be primary 
reasons for the scant interest taken in them in studies of Liszt’s organ 
music (see e.g. Kielniarz 1984; Kielniarz 2002). Another explanation is 
a longstanding uneasiness about their liturgical appropriateness and 
functionality, an outlook echoed in Hermann Busch’s suggestion that 
the twentieth-century organ reform movement is responsible for a dis-
missal of Liszt’s liturgical works as expressions of a too individualistic 
and emotional idiom (Busch 1988, 436). 

My approach here will heed Liszt’s own stated ideal in his advice to 
Camille Saint-Saëns on liturgical music, i.e. that purely musical qual-
ities need to remain subservient to liturgical functionality in order to 
create ‘the most perfect concomitance possible with the rite’.2 In spite 
of this aspiration, a recurrent criticism has been that Liszt incorpo-
rated musical techniques alien to the spirit of liturgy, and thereby in 
fact made his liturgical ‘music reproduce the words not only as ancilla 
theologica et ecclesiastica, but also as ancilla dramaturgica’.3 The notion 

2 In a letter to Camille Saint-Saëns, Liszt suggests that a lengthy mass passage be omitted 
lest the officiating priest be forced to stand waiting at the altar: ‘From the musical point 
of view exclusively, I should blush to make such a proposition; but it is necessary to keep 
peace, especially in the Church, where one must learn to subordinate one’s self in mind 
and deed. Art, there, should be only a correlative matter, and should tend to the most 
perfect concomitance possible with the rite.’ Letters of Franz Liszt, Vol. 2, 186.

3 Citation (on Liszt) from the 1905 Oxford History of Music in Merrick 1987, 113.
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of dramaturgy is central in this regard, as concepts such as ‘drama’ or 
‘the theatre’ in the eighteenth century had already come to symbolize 
an emerging secular music culture, as distinct from the church’s sty-
listic conventions. The most famous lament of the corruptive influence 
upon worship of musical sensibilities in a theatrical culture is probably 
E. T. A. Hoffmann’s analysis (Charlton, ed. 1989, 366; cf. Hoffmann 1814, 
599) of the way in which: 

[…] sacred drama developed; thus, though more like opera than wor-
ship, a form of church music came into being that could fill the mind 
with the subjects of holy scripture and so bring edification and spiri-
tual elevation. It may well also have led eventually to the decline of the 
true church style. Music migrated from the church to the theatre and 
then, with all the empty ostentation it had acquired there, moved back 
into the church.   

At the time when Liszt set out to compose music for the church, 
notions of drama were not necessarily seen to threaten the integri-
ty of the liturgy, but they could also be invoked with divergent agen-
das as a means to reform and to reconceptualise its meaning. Indeed, 
as notably described by Winfried Kirsch (1986), in the second half of 
the nineteenth century such contrary characters as Richard Wagner 
and the well-known Cecilian reformer Franz Xaver Witt both sought 
to integrate aspects of religious drama and music into greater unity. 
Their common ground was a widespread idea that music could serve 
an as integrated element in the actual dramatic structure of religious 
worship, an understanding that could be employed in a confessional 
manner to enhance awareness of an objective dimension of liturgy4 – 

4 ‘Die hl. Messe, der Gottesdienst ist ja nicht bloß Gefühlserguß, er ist Aktion, dram-
atische Handlung, das größte und wundervollste Drama der Weltgeschichte […] Die 
Tonkunst darf sich nicht in endlosen Gefühlsausdruck ergießen, sondern sie muß die 
liturgische Aktion begleiten’. F. X. Witt in Musica Sacra VII, 1874, cited in Kirsch 1986, 91. 
(‘The Holy Mass, the service is not only an outpouring of emotions, it is action, dramat-
ic action, the greatest and most wonderful drama in world history [...] The art of music 
should not flow out into endless emotional expression, but must accompany the liturgical 
action’ [translated by editor].) 
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or to produce theatrical music that served as a substitute for actual 
liturgical celebrations. Liszt did not merely draw musical and litur-
gical inspiration from both of these opposing tendencies during his 
career, he also made consistent use of novel stylistic possibilities in 
his liturgical music (of highly varying character). This article rests 
upon the hypothesis that the idiosyncratic musical idiom of the organ 
masses is the result of a refined employment of musical techniques, 
carefully chosen and fashioned to create, by musical means, certain 
impressions of liturgical coherence and emotion. In order to get a 
grasp of this polarity, previous analyses from primarily functional and 
liturgical perspectives (Busch 1988; Schwarz 1973) are here synthe-
sized with contributions from music theory (primarily Redepenning 
1984; Satyendra 1992). A preceding section provides a brief introduc-
tion to the development of Liszt’s engagement for the regeneration of 
religious music, here seen through the specific lens of the liturgical 
role of the organ. 

The organ in liturgical regeneration5 

Liszt’s youthful programme for the regeneration of religious music, as 
articulated in the mid-1830s text De la situation des artistes, et de leur 
condition dans la société, envisioned a far-reaching reconceptualization 
of church music and nothing less than a new phase in the history of 
music. Under the impact of liberalism and radicalism among Paris art-
ists after the 1830 revolution, and specifically with inspiration from the 
abbé Félicité de Lamennais, Liszt outlined a bold program for a merger 
of religion and a novel artistic humanism (Haringer 2012; Walker 1987, 
143–160; Merrick 1987, 3–25). The liturgical repertoire of a church in 
decay and isolation would be renewed as part of an overall rebirth 
of music, and so be brought into living contact with the people: ‘The 
creation of a new music is imminent, essentially religious, strong and 
efficacious. This music, which in want of another name we shall call 

5 On the philosophical backgrounds and implications of the concept of regeneration – rath-
er than renewal – in regard to Liszt’s religious music, see Dufetel 2009.
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humanitarian, shall in colossal proportions unite the THEATRE and 
the CHURCH’.6 

Liszt’s analysis of the faulty state of church music, as well as his at-
tention to the stylistic disjunction of liturgical music and modern musi-
cal sensibilities, are in themselves conventional for his time. According 
to his kind of humanism, however, it is novel expressive abilities in 
contemporary music rather than a specific church style that will ac-
complish the rebirth of religious music. Nevertheless, his desire for a 
new popularity in church music is in no way an endorsement of, in his 
view, French organists having brought frivolous or operatic music into 
the heart of the liturgy: 

And the organ – the pope of musical instruments, this mysterious ocean 
of sound that once majestically surrounded the altar of Christ, depo-
siting on it, with its streams of harmonies, the prayers and moans of 
centuries back – can you hear now how it is prostituted with vaudeville 
songs and even gallops? [...] Can you hear – at the solemn moment when 
the priest elevates the Holy Host – can you hear this wretched organist 
execute variations on [Rossini’s] Di piacer mi balza il cor, or [Auber’s] 
Fra Diavolo? O shame! o scandal!7 

Liszt’s vision for the merger of theatrical music with religion does 
rather aspire to an intertwined musical and religious profoundness, 
promising a music that employs a modern culture of musical sensibility 
in order to touch and elevate the human soul. As implied by the con-
trast pictured in his image of liturgical practices, such religious music 

6 ‘[L]a creation d’une musique nouvelle est imminente, essentiellement religieuse, forte et 
agissante, cette musique qu’à défaut d’autre <nom> nous appellerons humanitaire, résum-
era dans de colossales proportions le THÉATRE et L’ÉGLISE.’ Kleinertz (ed.) 2000, 58 
(translation by the present author).

7 ‘Et l’orgue, – l’orgue, ce pape des instruments, cet Océan mystique qui naguère baignait 
si majestueusement l’autel du Christ et y déposait avec ses flots d’harmonie les prières 
et les gémissements des siècles, – l’entendez–vous maintenant se prostituer à des airs 
de vaudeville et même à des galops? […] Entendez-vous, au moment solennel où le prêtre 
élève l’hostie sainte, entendez–vous ce miserable organiste executer des variations sur 
[Rossini’s] Di piacer mi balza il cor, ou [Auber’s] Fra Diavolo? O honte! ô scandale!’ Quoted 
in Kleinertz (ed.) 2000, 52, 54 (translation by editor); see also Hall-Swadley (ed.) 2012, 129.
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does not merely aim for a general transformation of human sentiment. 
There is also a further aim to strengthen the faithful’s participation in 
liturgical celebration, and a desire  for a kind of music that consciously 
interacts with the structure and integral drama of rite.8 

During the 1850s, Liszt had opportunities in Weimar to study 
church music and its sources: Gregorian chant and Palestrina as well 
as Lutheran chorales and Bach. The Weimar organ scene simultane-
ously provided a milieu for practical experimentation with the emerg-
ing German Romantic organ and the expressive potential of its novel 
sonic range (cf. Haselböck, M. 1998b, 435–443). Although Liszt him-
self explored these developments in virtuosic and large-scale forms, 
the organist Julius Voigtmann employed his previous experiences 
from the circle around Liszt, Reubke and others when he later pub-
lished a forceful plea for the reformation of Protestant liturgical or-
gan-playing in accordance with musical ideals established in the New 
German school (Voigtmann 1869). For Voigtmann, it was essential 
that an inflexible polyphonic formalism and the static soundscape of 
prevalent organ practices should give way to a novel orchestral idiom. 
The new sonic possibilities should be employed to serve a deepened 
poetic sensitivity to the sentiments that arise from dogma and the 
texts of communal singing. In a somewhat later substantial treatise 
on liturgical organ-playing, Voigtmann developed these ideas at some 
length: the orchestral sensibility of new organs should be employed in 
a psychological vein to express the sentiments of worship, especially 
hymns, rather than merely to serve as accompaniment (Voigtmann 
1870, 143ff.). Organ music should, however, not only enhance the 
impact of liturgical texts, but also provide expressions for feelings  

8 Liszt’s ideas of both religion and liturgical music developed during the 1830s in close 
association with those of music critic Joseph d’Ortigue, who also first introduced him to 
Lamennais. See d’Ortigue’s biography of Liszt, reprinted in Gibbs and Gooley 2006, as 
well as Sylvia L’Écuyer’s contribution to Haine and Dufetel 2012. 
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completely beyond the scope of words.9 While such an independent 
musical contribution beyond the verbal communication in worship can 
seem provocative enough, Voigtmann even called for organ-playing in 
worship to fulfil an analogous role to the calling of music in Wagner’s 
conception of drama: 

[Organ-playing in the church] does in a certain sense fulfil exactly the 
same function as that of dramatic music within drama itself. Therefore, 
organ playing in worship can only be allotted a similar place, as that 
which dramatic music has been assigned in regard to dramatic poetry, 
by our ingenious Grand Master Richard Wagner.10 

Liszt’s intensive dedication to liturgical music in Rome during the 
1860s brought him closer to the reform ideals of the emerging Cecilian 
movement (cf. e.g. Saffle 1988) and resulted in a series of works that 
exclusively fulfil practical liturgical functions. Many of them are brief, 
clear in textual declamation, harmonically restrained and represent a 
conscious subordination of music to the objectivity of the rite. Liszt here 
adheres to the reform movement’s desire to limit liturgical accompa-
niment exclusively to the organ and simultaneously restricts the con-

9 ‘Das Orgelspiel illustriert eigentlich nur die kirchliche Feier dadurch, daß es die 
Stimmungen, welche die Feier an sich erheischt und die, welche im geistlichen Gesange 
durch das Wort zum Ausdrucke kommen, in Töne faßt und so dem Herzen näher bringt, 
eindringlicher macht, als es je das Wort an sich vermag. Ja, es regen sich im Gotteshause 
Empfindungen und Gefühle, welche durch Worte nicht kund zu geben, nur in dem 
Orgeltone eine verwandte Macht finden, um am derselben zu erstarken und zu erheben-
dem Ausdrucke zu gelangen.’ Voigtmann 1869, 30. (‘Organ playing, as a matter of fact, 
only illustrates the church celebrations by translating into music the moods required by 
the celebration itself, as well as those expressed through the words of spiritual songs, 
thereby bringing them closer to the heart, endowing them with more power than the 
word in itself is capable of. Yea, in the House of the Lord, sentiments and feelings are 
stirred that do not announce themselves in words, but only in the tone of the organ find a 
kindred power, by which to grow stronger and attain elevated expressions’ [translation 
by editor].) 

10 ‘Dasselbe [das kirchliche Orgelspiel] nimmt zur Feier des Gottesdienstes in gewissen 
Sinne ganz dieselbe Stellung ein, wie die dramatische Musik zum Drama selbst. Es kann 
daher dem Orgelspiele im Gottesdienste nur ein ähnlicher Platz zugewiesen werden, wie 
ihn unser genialer Hochmeister Richard Wagner der dramatischen Musik zur drama-
tischen Dichtung zuweist.’ Voigtmann 1869, 30 (translation by the present author). The 
1870 treatise is more careful in its tone and yet argues that New German elements should 
be employed in organ music, especially in regard to harmony; cf. Voigtmann 1870, 109. 
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tribution of liturgical organ-playing to the auxiliary role of supporting 
singing. This stance implies a much less expressive employment of the 
instrument than Voigtmann’s plan for the realization of New German 
ideals. It is, however, still possible to notice that Liszt preserves some 
conception of the organ’s variety of sound colours, albeit discreetly 
used.11 

In 1870 Liszt relinquished attempts to gain a wider reception of his 
church music, not least after having noticed how his aspirations fell un-
easily between the ideals of the clergy and secular expectations. A kind 
of ‘emancipation’ (Redepenning 1984, 123) from his previous attempts 
to conform to the strictures of Cecilian reform aesthetics now entailed 
the possibility of leaving functional harmony aside and of producing 
more personal and intimate liturgical works. In the masses studied 
here, Liszt does not return to the more opulent expressivity of liturgi-
cal organ-playing suggested by Voigtmann, but uses the instrument’s 
tonal palette in a restricted way. These works do not in fact emphasize 
specific instrumental qualities but rather partake of a general tendency 
in his late works to dissolve such characteristics. As a consequence, 
it is not the manner in which the organ is used that is significant here 
but rather the musical techniques Liszt employs.

An Organ Mass concomitant with the rite

At the end of 1879 Liszt was to deliver, at short notice, a Mass for solo 
organ at the request of a publisher. His method of composition was to 
rely (mostly) on thematic material from his first-ever Mass setting, 
written for four-part male chorus and organ in 1846–1847 (and revised 

11 ‘Tous les instruments d’orchestre seraient écartés – et je conserverai seulement un 
accompagnement ad libitum d’orgue, pour soutenir et renforcer les voix. C’est le seul in-
strument qui ait une droit de permanence dans la musique d’Église – moyennant la diver-
sité de ses registres, on pourra ajouter aussi un peu plus de coloris.’ Franz Liszts Briefe, 
Vol. 5, 35. (‘All the instruments of the orchestra should be excluded – and I will only keep 
an organ accompaniment ad libitum, to support and reinforce the voices. This is the only 
instrument that has the right to a permanent place in church music – in making use of 
the diversity of its stops, one may also add a little more colour’ [translated by editor].) 
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in 1869).12 In regard to the choral mass, he had articulated in exuberant 
words the emotional and religious vision of the integral work and its 
individual movements: 

[The Mass requires] above all, religious absorption, meditation, expan-
sion, ecstasy, shadow, light, soaring – in a word, Catholic devotion and 
inspiration. The Credo, as if built on a rock, should sound as steadfast as 
the dogma itself; a mystic and ecstatic joy should pervade the Sanctus; 
the Agnus Dei (as well as the Miserere in the Gloria) should be accentuat-
ed, in a tender and deeply elegiac manner, by the most fervent sym-
pathy with the Passion of Christ; and the Dona nobis pacem, expressive 
of reconciliation and full of faith, should float away like sweet-smelling 
incense.13 

Before a comparison with the Missa pro Organo can commence, it 
should be stated that its overall conception is nothing like the preced-
ing work, the obvious reason being that the latter work is designed to 
accompany a so-called Missa lecta (also known as Low Mass, or Messe 
basse). In contrast to the wide temporal, emotional and dynamic range 
possible in a Missa in cantu, in which the Mass ordinary is explicit-
ly stipulated to be sung, it was the priest’s reading of the Mass text 
that constituted the actual celebration of a Low Mass.14 Any music per-
formed during such a celebration, whether improvised, consisting of 
organ literature or congregational singing, was – in a strict liturgical 
sense – an inessential or auxiliary element. While the clergy officiated 
the objective and theological reality of the Mass, the organist was re-
sponsible for a parallel and more or less independent layer of meaning 
whose purpose was either to prompt the congregation to sing or to af-

12 The discussion follows the Universal edition of the Missa pro Organo lectarum celebrationi 
missarum adjumento inserviens (Haselböck, M. 1984, 1–15) and the Breitkopf edition of the 
Missa quattour vocum ad aequales concinente organo (Wolfrum 1918, 1–28). The organ solo 
work itself was subsequently transformed yet again into a choral piece by Leoš Janáček.

13 Letters of Franz Liszt, Vol. 1, 315.

14 The clear differentiation between read and sung masses stems from the Tridentine 
Roman Missal (1570) but was abolished in the 1969 Roman Missal.
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fect the receptivity of their devotion (cf. Haselböck, H. 2000; Hochstein 
and Krummacher 2013, 170–173). 

Liszt’s Missa pro Organo combines tendencies from a ‘New German’ 
emotional dramaturgy with ideals from liturgical reformism. While easy 
to perform, it employs advanced and novel musical techniques in the 
creation of a work that is closely integrated and subservient to a concise 
and intimate progression of a Low Mass. It is in fact so intimately shaped 
by its function that Liszt relinquished an autonomous aesthetic value for 
the work, stating that the whole cycle of movements would be ‘unbear-
able’15 to hear if disconnected from the liturgical setting. Interestingly 
enough, the piece has been praised as one of his most significant organ 
works thanks to the combination of its ‘economical poetry of sound’ and 
its alleged status as an ‘intimate prayer of the master’s soul’.16

In the Kyrie, both of these qualities conjoin with an interesting man-
ner of negotiating musical representations of verbal declamation. The 
movement has a remarkably clear architecture in which a simple tri-
adic motif, which can be distilled as a carrying element of the choral 
version, is stated three times in slight variations in the bass line. The 
gesture of this motif is closed each time by a corresponding right-hand 
chord.17 The whole section is repeated three times in ascending trans-
positions and palpably represents a traditional ninefold utterance of 
the ‘Kyrie–Christe–Kyrie’ intercessions, as answered by a quasi-choral 
‘eleison’.18 Beside the clear outline, a sense of coherence and restrained 
euphony stems from Liszt’s decision to employ only common major and 
minor triads. 

15 Cf. an 1880 letter by Liszt to Carl Gille, cited in Haselböck, M. 1998a, 214.

16 Göllerich (1908, 118) describes the mass as one of the ‘most intimate prayers of the mas-
ter’s soul’ (‘intimsten Seelengebete des Meisters’), and states: ‘However, these sound 
poems, so economical in their [expressive] means, with their delicate wonders of tonality, 
are ill suited to “a full stomach and the full organ”!’ (‘Allerdings eignen sich diese in den 
Mitteln so sparsamen Klangpoesien mit ihren feinsinnigen Tonalitätswundern nicht für 
‟vollen Bauch und volles Werk”!’ [translations by editor].)

17  The third transposition does not have the chordal responses.

18 Busch (1988, 436) inserted a possible intended declamation of the text into the score,  
in correspondence with Liszt’s suggestion concerning his cycle Rosario that solo  
organ-playing (without song) might be understood as a ‘Singstimme des Herzens’.
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Example 1. Franz Liszt, Missa pro Organo, Kyrie, bars 1–10.

The variation of both the principal motif and the responding chords 
can appear as mere improvisatory embellishment, not least because 
these transformations do not result in any harmonic progression of 
ordinary functions. Two transpositions between statements of the 
whole section clearly reveal how Liszt, via simple means, achieves a 
cadence-like gesture, although he eschews the interplay between ton-
ic and dominant. He merely inserts a single chord over an ascending 
bass line to move from the first to the second inversion of a chord, thus 
reaching the higher pitch from which the next section will commence 
(i.e. an E-flat chord on G to move from a D-flat chord on F to a D-flat 
chord on A-flat, and the equivalent structure transposed a minor third 
higher the second time). These transpositions are indicative of how 
exquisitely crafted the Kyrie is, with a specific sensitivity to pitch al-
terations. The movement achieves a balance insofar as the main motif 
brings about a constant downward melodic movement, whereas the 
overall pitch range of the whole piece is perpetually ascending.

In spite of a sense of continuous development, the movement can 
be seen to induce mere fluctuations within an overarching B-flat ma-
jor tonality. In fact, it constitutes a perfect palindrome that moves 
between the initial and final B-flat major harmony to a middle axis in 
bars 23–24, in which an F-flat chord is enharmonically changed to E 
major. As analysed by Ramon Satyendra (1992, 96–101), the movement 
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uses a retrograde pitch structure where chromatic progressions are 
enacted on the level of voice-leading rather than harmonic functions. 
This feature implies that the counterpoint, rather than the perceived 
voices themselves, in a ‘departure → return scheme’ (Cohn 2012, 128–
129) gradually moves down from B-flat major to E major, and then as-
cends back to the original tonal centre. A crucial point here is that 
the movement’s seemingly restrained harmony enables a technique of 
development in which semitonal movements do not appear dissonant, 
but rather come to be perceived as leading-tones in a continuous chro-
matic development.19 

The aesthetic point to consider from these technicalities is an arch 
form typical of many sacred works by Liszt (cf. Kregor 2008, 228–229), 
in which a sense of timelessness replaces both the hierarchic stability 
and the sense of development inherent in tonal progressions. A vital 
element of this music is Liszt’s decision to abandon the harmonic stric-
tures of orthodox Cecilianism and to allow himself subtle chromatic 
transformations that imply neither harmonic modulation in a structural 
sense nor merely expressive accentuations. His particular technique 
of constant diminutive alteration in the repeated statements of a motif 
rather instils an extraordinary fine-tuned manifoldness of expression 
that can be understood as ‘colouring effects’ (Satyendra 1997, 222).20 

The Kyrie shows how Liszt could employ such techniques for specific 
liturgical purposes, among them an attempt to represent the Mass text 
in musical form. In one sense, the music is indeed exceedingly precise 

19 Even the choral version had an ascending semitonal motif, in bars 33–42, but in a much 
more obvious melodic and harmonic manner.

20 The Kyrie is a remarkably distinct example of what in Satyendra 1997, 219, is described 
as ‘a specific type of expressive detail that Liszt favoured throughout his career: a pitch 
transformation in which a musical segment is repeated with one or more notes inflected 
by a semitone – inflected repetition for short’.
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and unsentimental in its manner of rendering the text.21 At the same 
time, Liszt’s way of transmitting language into music, as manifest not 
least in his great dramatic tone poems, did not operate within the kind 
of overarching semiotic framework on which the Baroque rhetoric of, 
for example, J. S. Bach’s church music still relied. As a consequence, 
Liszt’s music is not speech-like in the sense of seeking to represent lin-
guistic ideas or textual meaning in distinct musical figures, not even 
when the structure of the Kyrie is almost over-explicit in its literal 
representation of the mass text. Carl Dahlhaus has pointed out how 
Liszt’s dramatic musical structures accentuate the possibility for the-
matic variation as a manner of approaching language. This ideal is 
connected to a less definite but potentially more creative semiotics than 
direct representation. Music is here ascribed a potential for a pre-em-
inent consummation of an infinite and flexible adaptability inherent in 
human thought and verbal speech. In regard to music, ‘[i]t is precisely 
the unlimited alterations which a motive may undergo – in rhythm, 
key, tempo, accompaniment, instrumentation, transformation and so 
forth – that make up the language which allows us to use this motive to 
express thoughts’ (Dahlhaus 1989, 242). While the surface structure of 
the Kyrie strictly seeks to convey the Mass text as clearly as possible, 
this simple layout merely forms outer contours for a level of continuous 
musical transformation and development. With Dahlhaus’s descrip-
tion in mind, it is possible to see the interplay of the movement’s two 
dimensions as a merger of the objective liturgical meaning of a Kyrie 

21 As described by Schwarz (1973, 118): ‘Die äußerliche Kargheit der musikalischen Diktion 
[…] entspricht dem Willen zu einer streng liturgischen Konzentration auf den klaren 
Ablauf der Messe, ohne daβ für den Hörer die geringste Möglichkeit eines gedanklichen 
Verweilens gegeben wäre. Hier liege keine Andachtsmusik vor, sondern der Versuch, den 
Messetext vollkommen und in fast überspitzer historischer Verantwortung in eine in-
strumentale Sprache zu fassen’. (‘The outward austerity of the musical diction […] cor-
responds to the wish for a strictly liturgical concentration on the clear course of events 
in the Mass, without offering the listener the slightest opportunity for mental dwelling. 
This is not devotional music, but an attempt to set the text of the Mass in music, com-
pletely and with an almost oversubtle sense of historical responsibility’ [translation by 
editor].) Cf. Dahlhaus 1989, 242: ‘[T]he more indefinite the context of an utterance, the 
more precise and comprehensive the syntactic nexus must be in order for language to 
remain intelligible’.
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with an expressive music that articulates the infinite manifoldness of a 
human soul. Seen in such a light, this seemingly arid and insubstantial 
movement can rather shine forth as an ingenious attempt to unify a 
quasi-linguistic representation of the rite’s objectivity with a musically 
evoked and animated receptivity in the believers who attend liturgical 
celebrations. 

No less than the opening movement, the Gloria of the Missa pro 
Organo reveals a completely different mode of engagement with the 
mass text than the equivalent choral work. Whereas the preceding 
setting meticulously strives to transmit the verbal content into musical 
forms, and as a consequence falls into a multi-sectional form, the organ 
here plays a simpler tripartite form. Although the piece still contains 
contrasting sections, it approaches the typical trait of Liszt’s late peri-
od ‘to capture a mood and sustain it within a smaller formal frame […] 
rather than to create a larger, narrative structure’ (Satyendra 1992, 23). 
The initial section is a resolute, lively and repeated statement of the 
first three notes of the Gloria intonation Cunctipotens genitor Deus (Liber 
Usualis IV). The theme is presented thrice, beginning on each note of 
the D major triad, before it receives a brief development and modulates 
to a quiet ending on a prolonged C-sharp minor chord (which can be in-
terpreted as a representation of the text’s ‘peace among men’, cf. Busch 
1988, 437). While the motif is cited straightforwardly enough to recall 
the clergy’s chanting of this well-known intonation, the theme is also 
synonymous with the beginning of the Gregorian hymn Crux fidelis. As 
a motif of the cross, it was central to Liszt’s mystic religiosity and was 
both recurrently and significantly used in several of his pivotal works.22

22 Commenting on his symphonic poem Hunnenschlacht, Liszt stated that ‘[t]he chorale 
“Crux Fidelis”, which is gradually developed, illustrates the idea of the final victory of 
Christianity in its effectual love to God and man.’ Letters of Franz Liszt, Vol. 2, 352. On the 
cross motive, cf. Merrick 1987, 283–295 and Hartmann 1991, 50.
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Example 2. Franz Liszt, Organ Mass, Gloria, theme from bars 1–6. 

The choral mass sets the ‘et in terra pax hominibus’ and several of 
the ensuing laudations on the common ground of a motif based on a 
rising and then gradually descending seventh. As suggested by Merrick 
(1987, 103), this ‘man-made theme’ contrasts with the ‘heavenly’ sound 
of the chant, and in the Missa pro Organo Liszt effectually manages to 
convey a mystic merger between these realms. His simple thematic 
development of the Gloria intonation turns out to be concordant with 
the descending seventh and is restated in the upper voice against a 
broken chord figuration that it is the only vestige of the independent 
organ part from the choral version (cf. bar 45ff.). The development of 
the opening diatonic parallel octaves are here palpably incarnated in 
the unresolved ‘earthly’ tension of a diminished seventh, and this har-
mony – rather than the less expressive melodic line – is also accentuated 
in the organ movement. Both a poetic intimacy and an economical use 
of thematic material comes to the fore when Liszt, after having moved 
from a C-sharp minor tonality to B-flat major, imperceptibly allows his 
descending development figure to assume the form of a longer gradu-
ally falling melodic line that was found in the Agnus Dei in the choral 
version (bars 9, 17–20, 37–39).

The text ‘Agnus Dei, miserere nobis’ is also spelled out over the 
ensuing solo recitativo, which forms the middle part of the movement 
before the music of the merger between heaven and earth is repeated 
once more. After a brief excursion into B major, this well-knit poetic 
reflection on three palpable theological themes comes to an end with 
two final prolonged statements of the development figure, in the end 
stretched out in a cessation of musical time.

That the Credo is the longest movement of the mass is only reason-
able in proportion to the length of the text to be recited. Its music is 
nevertheless even more frugal, constructed out of only two themes, the 
first of which is the most commonly used Credo intonation (Credo I). 
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Example 3. Franz Liszt, Missa pro Organo, Credo, theme from bars 1–4.

The intonation is found in Liszt’s sketches for the male chorus mass, 
but was left out of that in favour of a psalmodic manner of textual 
declamation. In the absence of a text, Liszt can thus reemploy this 
more characteristic musical theme in the organ version, and he uses its 
distinct rhythmic contour in several harmonic guises. One of them is a 
short but slow and sublime meditation that fulfils the function of ven-
eration normally associated with the text’s mention of the incarnation. 
This emotional connection is conventional, and Liszt similarly builds 
a long crescendo that can be seen as depicting the drama of Christ’s 
suffering, resurrection and eventual return (Busch 1988, 438; cf. bars 
44–70). Nevertheless, the dramaturgy is not primarily representation-
al but arises from transpositions and minor developments of his main 
theme as well as a corresponding motif of a falling third that effectively 
integrates the Credo intonation with an inconspicuous but integral part 
of the harmonic fabric of the male chorus Credo. 

Liszt’s methods of varying this interwoven material are contrasts 
between unison and quasi-choral passages, dynamic changes (rang-
ing from pp to ff, and significantly altered when the first 30 bars are 
recapitulated at bar 71), as well as a carefully planned tonal scheme. 
Similar to the Kyrie, transpositions and coherence between sections are 
smoothly realized by means of semitonal alterations and pitch affinities 
to achieve the result of organic development within an overall B-flat 
major tonality. All in all, the absence of a textual narrative allows Liszt 
to unfold a kind of instrumental phantasy on the initial Credo theme. 
This might very well be interpreted as conscious attention to the per-
sonal acclamation of faith – ‘I believe’ – and as such, highlights how the 
subjective dimension of belief accompanies the whole objective content 
of the creed (into a jubilant final exclamation).
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In contrast to the vigorous opening contours of the Gloria and the 
Credo, the interrelated Sanctus and Benedictus have a consistent 
hymnic and immobile character. Both movements are developments 
of two simple contrary motions in the very first bars of the choral mass, 
where an ascending semitonal melody is complemented by a descending 
semitonal suspension (cf. bar 44–46 of the choral mass). In a bell-like tri-
ple metre, the slow pace is perfectly suited to instilling the kind of har-
monic progression discussed in the Kyrie, insofar as prolonged chords 
give plenty of time for enharmonic reconfigurations of a given pitch. 

Example 4. Franz Liszt, Missa pro Organo, Sanctus, bars 1–4, and Benedictus, bars 1–4.

Liszt consistently keeps the number of intervals larger than a triad 
to a minimum, and with the exception of a few motions within a static 
triad, limits the movement of individual voices to semitonal or whole 
tone changes. His specific harmonic technique eschews ordinary tonal 
functions and once more creates a distinct sense of progression within 
a static overall harmonic soundscape, not least in the repeated powerful 
‘Hosanna’. Within this section, Liszt moves from an initial ff chord with 
a F2 as the highest note to a seemingly endless final pp chord with a 
treble A-flat1, both in the over-arching D-flat major tonality. Although 
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both movements contain contrasting middle sections of more melodic 
kinds,23 the overall effect of these central parts of the Mass ordinary 
– enclosing the consecration and elevation of the Host – is to evoke a 
powerful aural vision of awesome mystic presence. The thematic sim-
plicity and coherence of the Missa pro Organo arguably manages to 
create a poetic apparition that ventures far beyond the corresponding 
expressive power of the male chorus work.

The final Agnus Dei effectively rounds off the Mass as it integrates 
the solo recitativo corresponding to the intercession ‘Agnus Dei, miser-
ere nobis’, which figured prominently in the Gloria, to a renewed state-
ment of the threefold Kyrie motif and a concluding ‘Amen’ cadence. 
Not only is cyclic cohesion achieved by a wordless juxtaposition of the 
prayers in the outer parts of the mass ordinary, but when the third 
(transposed) statement of the Agnus Dei theme is placed directly adja-
cent to the Kyrie, Liszt furthermore manages to reveal that the former 
in fact is a slightly elaborated variant of the latter.  

An emotionally coherent Requiem

Liszt described his 1883 Requiem for organ as a pendant to the Missa 
pro Organo and it is in a similar fashion composed with the aim to ac-
company a read Requiem mass.24 This last aspect comes to the fore 
in that Liszt twice inserts directions for the interplay between the 
music and the celebrant’s reading of the mass text.25 Liszt’s vision for 

23 Bars 19–30 of the organ Sanctus are an ascending scale motion that is derived from bars 
4–5 of the choral ‘Post Elevationem’, i.e. the Benedictus.

24 ‘L’idée m’est venue d’écrire un pendant à la Messe pour orgue seul, pour servir d’ac-
compagnement aux messes basses. […] C’est un Requiem, dont les motifs sont tirés du 
Requiem pour voix d’hommes et orgue’. Franz Liszts Briefe, Vol. 7, 382. (‘I got the idea of 
writing a pendant to the Mass for organ solo, serving as accompaniment to Low Masses 
[…] It is a Requiem, the motifs of which are taken from the Requiem for male voices and 
organ’ [translation by editor].) 

25 ‘Im übrigen bestimmt die Funktion dieser Musik ihre Gestalt: Es ist liturgische 
Orgelmusik zur Begleitung der gottesdienstlichen Handlung; es ist eine musikalische 
Meditation über die vom Priester gleichzeitig zu lesenden Texte der Messe (mit genau-
en Anweisungen für eine exakte Synchronisation).’ Kirsch 1987, 95. (‘As for the rest, the 
function of this music determines its shape: it is liturgical organ music for accompany-
ing the action in the service; it is a musical meditation on the texts of the Mass that are 
read simultaneously by the priest [with detailed instructions for exact synchronization]’ 
[translation by editor].) 
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the organ as liturgical solo instrument results in a method of com-
position that resembles his mass, in that the 1868 Requiem for male 
chorus with organ accompaniment is reworked into a more concise 
form (an original compass of 1117 bars is shortened to 347 bars in the 
organ version, cf. Redepenning 1984, 219).26 The overall outline entails 
a number of significant alterations, including the omission of the en-
tire Offertorium and Libera movements, while the original Dies Irae, 
Sanctus and Agnus Dei provide thematic material for two movements 
each in the organ version. These changes result in the following struc-
ture (with the number of bars given for each movement): 

26 The following discussion follows the Universal edition of the organ Requiem (Haselböck, 
M. 1984, 59–70) and the Breitkopf edition of the Requiem für Männerstimmen mit Begleitung 
der Orgel. 2 Trompeten, 2 Posaunen und Pauken ad libitum (Wolfrum 1918, 63–114). 

1868 Requiem für Männerchor      1883 Requiem für die Orgel

1. Requiem aeternam (184 bars) 1. Requiem (42 bars)
2. Dies Irae (320) 2. Dies Irae (64)
3. Offertorium (204) 3. Recordare Pie Jesu! (59)
4. Sanctus (104) 4. Sanctus (23)
5. Agnus Dei (121) 5. Benedictus (50)
6. Libera (105)  6. Agnus Dei (68)
 7. Postludium (ad libitum, 40)
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In regard to the male chorus work, Liszt had already highlighted 
stylistic and performative simplicity as characteristic traits, and in 
regard to the organ work, he particularly emphasized its conscious 
emotional coherence – a novel feature in comparison to other famous 
settings. His general aspiration is to illuminate the Requiem text in 
‘another light’ than the dark and unrelenting colours often prevailing, 
with an aim to instil a Christian vision of death as mild, redeeming and 
hopeful.27 Unlike the mass, no Gregorian chant is employed, and the 
exclusively self-created themes facilitate Liszt’s aspiration to develop a 
close-knit musical language that responds to the desired emotional co-
herence. Even on the level of thematic development, the organ Requiem 
can hardly be seen as a mere adaption of the preceding choral work, but 
rather constitutes a novel musical structure with a distinct functional-
ity and expressiveness. The most obvious difference is the consistent 
omission of movements and passages where the organ accompaniment 
to the choir serves as an independent driving force behind the musical 
momentum, either providing bridges and accentuations (Dies Irae, bars 
278–305, 381–402), melodic lines (Offertorium, 101–135), rhythmic ener-
gy (Offertorium 62–64), figurations (Dies Irae, 423–460, and Sanctus, 
47–96), or dramatic wordpainting (Libera, 10–16, 26–45, 55–60). 

Liszt thereby creates an organ work that consistently dispenses 
with the idiomatic, lyrical and dramatic motives in the organ part of 
the preceding choral compositions. He generally lets the instrument 
assume a ‘choral’ function, in that choral parts and previous organ dou-
blings of the choir are left largely unaltered. Whereas the first 28 bars 
of the Kyrie are a manifest example of this practice, the exception to 
prove this rule is the Sanctus and the Benedictus, in which the clear lin-

27 ‘Dans tout cet ouvrage […] j’ai tâché de donner au sentiment de la mort un caractère de 
douce espérance chrétienne. […] En general, les grands et petits compositeurs colorent 
le Requiem en noir, du plus impitoyable noir. Dès le commencement, j’ai trouvé une autre 
lumière, elle continue de rayonner, malgré les terreurs du Dies irae’. Franz Liszts Briefe, 
Vol. 7, 383. (‘In the whole of this work […] I have endeavoured to give to the sentiment of 
death a character of gentle Christian hope. […] In general, both great and minor compos-
ers colour the Requiem in black, the most relentless black. Already from the beginning, 
I found another light, one that continues to shine, in spite of the terrors of Dies Irae’ 
[translation by editor].) 
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guistic declamation is left and the repeated Hosanna sections are omit-
ted. The organ here primarily continues to play its own material from 
the choral version, including broken triads in a diatonic and hymnic 
character in the Sanctus, and renouncing a prominent vocal line in the 
Benedictus. The tonal range of the work points to an aesthetic ideal of 
transparency, but can also be seen to enhance liturgical functionality. 
For example, Liszt prescribes a limited use of the pedals, not least in 
the Benedictus, when he renounces both the choral version’s occasional 
bass fundament and the possibility to employ the pedals for the lower 
voices – an option that would have enabled the use of an expressive so-
lo stop for the main melody.28 Performance indications for registration 
generally restrict organists to stay within a sombre dynamic range, 
from mp to pp, in 8-foot pitch.29 Only in the Sanctus and the Dies Irae 
are more forceful dynamic indications such as ff and fff provided – the 
latter movement even calling for a 32-foot stop.30

The ‘different light’ that Liszt seeks for his Requiem at the same 
time entails an ambition to venture beyond verbal restraints, clear-cut 
temporal measurements and the impediments of being tied to custom-
ary tonality. There are passages, for instance in the Requiem (cf. the 
Agnus Dei) and Dies Irae movements, where Liszt manifestly follows 
the textual declamation and where the apposite text is spelled out in the 
score. The passage Qui Mariam absolvisti in the Recordare is, however, 
the most striking example of how the organ version creates a musical 
structure that renounces the strictures of textual declamation. 

28 Cf. bar 9ff. of the organ Requiem with bar 47ff. of the choral Sanctus. As specified in 
Haselböck, M. 1998a, 238, Liszt specifically prescribed that the solo line should be played 
with the right hand together with two chordal voices.

29 The only exceptions are the specification of a Corno anglaise 8’ in the Recordare and two 
brief instances of dialogue in the Agnus Dei, where an added 4’ stop marks the collective 
intercession of ‘Dona eis Domine’ in response to a solistic invocation of ‘Agnus Dei, qui 
tollis peccata mundi’.

30 As corroborated by the score, the 32’ pitch does not indicate pedaliter performance from 
the outset of the movement, but more likely alludes to the 32’ Bordun in the Hauptwerk of 
the Merseburg Dom. See Haselböck, M. 1998a, 238.
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Example 5. Franz Liszt, Requiem for male chorus, bars 279–285, and Requiem for organ, bars 
83–87.

The tempo of Quieto assai, ma non troppo lento, sempre alla breve (min-
im = 60) in the choral work is here decelerated to Lento assai (minim 
= 50), and the chromatic melodic motif is released both from its tonal 
foundation in an organ point and an accompanying motion, and is al-
so given a syncopated declamation in contrast to the previous square 
metre (cf. bar 279ff. of the choral Dies Irae). The ascending semitone 
motif is repeated 14 times, with an accompaniment in aerial chords that 
unsettle the metre but do not inflict contrasting motion, and is con-
stantly elevated in transpositions from B major to D major and F major 
(eventually falling back to a concluding C major). Liszt pointed out his 
specific devotion to this stanza, and it is certainly given a strikingly 
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levitating musical expression, as if defying worldly gravity and rising 
towards heaven.31 Both here and in the bridge between Sanctus and 
Benedictus, he transmits a feature of performance practice typical of 
the Vatican’s Sistine Chapel, in that the declamation of Gregorian chant 
is embellished with an upper third (Domokos 2000, 398, 404–406). The 
motif that in the choral Requiem served the declamation of a specific 
text still alludes to the verbal content but now abstracts the expressive 
musical potential from its original setting. The organ version thereby 
provides a prolonged kind of meditation on the emotional essence of 
a theme that was inconspicuous in its first instance, but which here is 
allowed to constitute a novel musical form of contemplative repetition 
and augmentative transposition.     

A correspondence between devotional concentration and the decon-
struction of traditional linear tonal progression is manifest in numerous 
details in the recomposition of the Requiem for the organ. Whereas the 
opening of the Requiem perfectly reproduces the material of the choral 
version, it opts for a simpler version of a recurring cadence that now 
eschews the previous oscillation and resolution of an interplay between 
the functions of dominant and tonic. This minor change is significant 
insofar as it confirms a consistent tendency to renounce the more im-
mediate dramaturgy of such tonal functions in order to instil the more 
oblique and therefore contemplative motion so typical of Liszt’s late 
religious oeuvre.  

Example 6. Franz Liszt, Requiem for male chorus, bars 21–24 (organ part), and organ Requiem, 
bars 21–24.

31 ‘[D]ans la strophe Recordare est celle de ma prédilection personnelle: Qui Mariam ab-
solvisti’. Franz Liszts Briefe, Vol. 6, 382. (‘In the Recordare stanza my personal predilec-
tion is for “Qui Mariam absolvisti”’ [translation by the present author].) 
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The technical consistency of the Requiem in this regard also comes 
to the fore in that Liszt markedly reduces the impact of his so-called 
‘Hungarian’ or ‘Gypsy’ scale – incorporating the minor third and the 
augmented fourth (the tritone). Its characteristic tonal qualities had 
become a standard feature in the Agnus Dei movements of Liszt’s cho-
ral masses, and it shapes this movement’s opening even in the organ 
Requiem. Nevertheless, apart from its prominent use in the Dies Irae, 
Liszt consistently reduced the use of this musical material, whose ex-
pressive and agonized harmonic colour contributed to shaping the 
dramatic narrative of the larger work (see Hamburger 1997, 240–242, 
247–249; cf. Loya 2011, 206). 

A final point of interplay between liturgical functionality and har-
monic language to consider is the fragmentary or open-ended tonality 
of each movement in the organ Requiem. The choral Requiem is de-
signed for use in a Missa in cantu, and its movements are self-contained 
units with a single harmonic centre. Even when individual sections 
undertake harmonic developments that depart from the movement’s 
point of origin, Liszt conclusively brings the music back to an ultimate 
stable ending in the tonic. The accompanying (and thereby partly inde-
pendent!) musical layer in a Missa lecta fulfils another function; to inte-
grate and emotionally interconnect the totality of the Requiem mass. Of 
great importance for integral musical coherence is Liszt’s decision to 
recompose the endings of individual movements in order to prepare the 
tonality of the ensuing music – but also in so doing to destabilize their 
internal tonal centre. Such harmonic developments shape the struc-
ture of every movement with the exception of the initial Requiem and 
the final Postludium (which, however, form an encompassing harmonic 
arch of the mass). In a similar fashion as in the Missa pro Organo, Liszt 
carefully avoids progression with the aid of cadences in tonal functions, 
creating transitions rather by way of semitonal transition and trans-
positions to adjacent pitches. The final E-flat pitch of the Dies Irae, 
for example, thus prepares the opening D-sharp of the Recordare, a 
movement that resolves in C major and is connected to the ensuing F 
major of the Sanctus via an added initial bar containing an octave C. 
Even in the more traditional harmony of the Sanctus, Liszt is careful 
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to terminate the ending of his E major bridge to the Benedictus sec-
tion on a treble B1, melodically adjacent to the top C2 of the following 
A minor chord.   

Conclusion

In the carefully crafted musical techniques of both the organ Requiem 
and the Missa pro Organo, Liszt offers a distinct mode of musical ser-
vice to liturgical celebration. The style, aspiration and dramatic modes 
employed in these works may appear idiosyncratic and do palpably 
depart from solutions in more orthodox music of the nineteenth-cen-
tury (Roman Catholic) liturgical reform. These late works should not 
be taken as outright realizations of Liszt’s youthful reform programme 
or as adaptations of Wagnerian patterns as sources for liturgical or-
gan-playing (cf. Voigtmann). Nevertheless, by way of a certain distance 
from prevalent reform ideals in liturgical music – and their stylistic 
conventions – Liszt here manages to realize his own kind of commit-
ment to liturgical drama. One of his ambitions was clearly to create 
music that, no less than other contemporary reform aspirations, ‘ac-
commodates and represents the contents of the liturgy itself’.32 Liszt’s 
vision is, however, broader in scope. The music does not merely repre-
sent such objectivity; it rather seeks both to express and to function 
as a vehicle for the living manifoldness of believers’ interactions with 
the rite. Liturgical organ-playing along such lines cannot be reduced 
to the task of supporting the kerygmatic value of the liturgy, or to the 
subjective realm of religious emotion and devotion. Its hermeneutic 
import lies in its employment of qualified artistic practices in order to 
strengthen the concordance between and merging of human subjec-
tivity and the liturgical drama. 

32 ‘Die Idee daß die Kirchenmusik das in sich aufnehme und darstelle, was der Kultus 
selbst beinhalte und sei, finden wir also im gesamten 19. Jahrhundert, zunächst latent 
und später, nach 1850, verschiedentlich ganz offen ausgesprochen’. Kirsch 1986, 91 (trans-
lation by the present author).
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